My Blog Content Explained, including the Free Daily Members Posts
Introduction
Below I’ve detailed my plans for the ‘Daily Members Posts’ moving forwards as well as other
additional posts.
I’ve also recorded a video explaining all that follows HERE>>>
The first thing to say is that all my blog content, including these daily posts and all reports, will be
‘free to air’ for the foreseeable future, probably until the end of September 2020 at the earliest. So,
for now, you’re a Racing to Profit Member – welcome to the club! : )
I thought I’d lay out my content plan for these free ‘Daily Members Posts’ so you know what to
expect.
In short, if you have any interest in reading the daily content or engaging with the RTP family in the
‘comments’ section, then head to the blog, as regularly as you please. Just click 'home' and the
newest post should be at the top.
They’ll be a blog post every day, posted by 6pm the evening before (bar Monday’s post, which will
usually follow on the morning of racing) including stats ‘qualifiers’ from sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 as
explained below. Any of my own ‘tips’ (section 1) will follow on the day of racing.
I try to provide unique content and opinions that puts you in control – you can use/follow my
content in any way you please. And engage with the comments/the astute RTP tribe.
Please NOTE: Most of the content over the summer months will focus on Flat Racing, turning my
attention to the main Jumps Season in October.
More detail on what you can find in these Daily Posts, and my additional posts, now follows…
At the bottom of this report is a ‘how to profit from my content’ section. I’d advise reading the
document in full, in order to get the most out of your time at RTP.
RESULTS: You can find monthly results updates in the ‘RESULTS’ tab on the blog, HERE>>>

Daily Members Post Structure
1. Tips
2. Trainer Profiles 2020: The Flat
3. Other Micro Angles
4. Horses to Follow
5. Other/Updates

Each section explained below >>>

1.TIPS
Moving forwards there will simply be ‘Flat’ tips, and ‘Jumps’ tips.
I will post any tips at around 8am, 9am and 10am, on the day of racing. With those three timings you
know when to look at the blog and you could just wait until after 10am if you wish, when you know
nothing new will follow. Of course that can mean missing the odd price if I so happen to land on one
at 8am that’s hammered in.
My ‘starting point’ for my Tips moving forward will be all my daily content and a focus on the 15
trainers detailed in my new report, ‘Trainer Profiles 2020: The Flat’.
Bank/be prepared
If you’re planning on following my tips I’d advise a 200 point starting bank. That’s probably
conservative but the reality is that I will have 30-40 losing runs, and it can be a bumpy ride at times.
As I type my flat 2020 tips are +78 points in profit, but that has included two ‘drawdowns’ (highest
profit point to lowest in any period) of around -25. The only way to win long term backing horses is
to realise there will be unavoidable long losing runs at times. As such it’s best to prepare and if that
means starting with £2 bets and building up in time, so be it.

2.Trainer Profiles 2020: The Flat
Here I post qualifiers from the micro angles within this new report (which you can read here>>>).
These angles, results and the ‘logic’ look good on paper, but it is only historical research and must
prove itself in real time. I have everything crossed that they will work as a ‘system’ in time. However,
I will be using them as a ‘way in/starting point’ to help with my tipping as i've no doubt they will
throw up plenty of winners.
But of course, you’re free to do as you please, as with all of the content. If deciding to follow any of
my new research, do start with small stakes and build up over time.

2.Other Micro Angles
Other assorted micro angles… Trainers / Jockeys / Breeding etc
Those angles added from research posts, through the course of a season/year. Another ‘way
in/starting point’ but again fingers crossed a few of the angles prove themselves in real time.
Those Flat/AW angles I will be posting include my Newcastle (AW) Sires Angles (Report HERE>>> )
and my other Sire Angles report, found HERE>>>

4.Horses to Follow
Eye-Catchers + Hot Form Horses + Losing Tips
Those horses that caught my eye from the previous week or are from ‘hot form races’, suggesting
they could be well handicapped. They will be posted for their next 3 starts/stop at a winner.
I will also post my ‘losing tips’ for their next three starts/stop at a winner. In theory, if I am generally
focused on unexposed horses, that may have a ‘hot form’ element (suggesting they are well
handicapped/have some class) many of them should be getting competitive asap. We shall see!

5.Other / Updates
A space for any general updates and any other information, including…
•

Really Super – any thoughts on the apple of my eye when she is entered to race etc. Having
won four races for my fellow shareholders and I so far, we hope for an exciting year ahead.
(update: She’s since won The Summer Plate!)

•

Saturday/Festival ‘Big Race Trends’ & Trainer Pointers
o

On Thursday’s I usually post trends for 1 to 3 big Saturday handicaps, and this will
commence in earnest for the main winter Jumps Season in October.

o

Big Race Trainer Pointers: I’ll aim to highlight trainer records for certain big races –
they are creatures of habit and many target the same races, season after seasonanother good ‘way in’.

o

Festival Stats Pointers: In a normal Flat season there’s plenty of ‘Festivals’ in which I
like researching various trainer pointers. There won’t be so much of that this Flat
season, but I’ll see what I can do/what’s relevant.

*
Additional Members Content (in addition to The Daily Members Posts)
Micro Monday Post – the regular research posts looking at trainers / jockeys / breeding and other
areas of interest/suggestions. Some of the qualifiers from this research will be tracked and posted in
Section 4 of the Daily Members Posts.
Tracker Tuesday Post – my musings on Horses to Follow from the previous week’s racing – using
video and ‘hot form’ analysis, as well as other information. These will be tracked in Section 5 of the
Daily Members’ Posts.
Trends Thursday Post – my look ahead to the weekend’s ‘big races’, giving you plenty of time to use
the stats/trends in your own deliberations. These focus on one or two big (c2+, 14/16+ runner)
handicaps but may include other races of interest. They cover my unique stats/trends pointers and
the trainer records. In Saturday’s Post (posted Friday evening by 6pm latest) I will provide any
relevant trends ‘shortlists’ and detail the runners from trainers who’ve won the race previously. For
this Flat season there will likely be fewer ‘trends’.
Note: these three additional posts are regular additions although I don’t promise to post them every
week, although there’s usually always a Trends Thursday post if suitable races over the weekend.

*
Big Meeting/Festival reports – trainer pointers and relevant trends races of interest for various ‘big
meetings’ throughout the year. This includes the focus on The Cheltenham Festival but also other
Jumps Festivals/Meetings, as well as Flat Festivals (not this Flat season)
Other posts – ad hoc – other racing content & videos that don’t fit into any of those categories
above. I can produce ‘how I do X’ videos for every aspect above, including research etc.

NOTE: You can find many research posts and much more in the ‘Free Reports & Systems’ Tab, READ
HERE>>>

Nearly there...
*
Ratings Pointers : Horse Race Base
I like to use ‘ratings pointers’ against all horses listed in the Daily Members’ Posts – these simply add
more information to help solve the punting puzzle.
For the foreseeable future I will just be using Horse Race Base (HRB) ratings.
I will be using the Top 4 rated ... so H1 (H is for HRB), H2, H3, H4
In all Flat handicaps, the top 4 rated in Horse Race Base ratings win approx. 62% of races, Top Rated
(H1) win 20% of races.
In Flat handicaps with exactly 12 runners, the top 4 win 56% of races.
You cannot just back such horses blind, but some sort of guide and of course you may just wish to
focus on those with a H1, H2, H3, H4, helping you to shortlist any of the daily qualifiers.
*
How to profit from my content?
Tips – you could just decide to follow those if you wish. When the winter jumps rolls around in
October I’ll tot up the totals for all tips, but the jumps efforts were around +450 points in profit since
2014+ or so. This flat season was the first I’ve attacked properly and we’re on +78 points as I type. In
an ideal world my tips would win 80-100+ points per calendar year.
Systems Trainer Profiles – as per my last results update all horses listed in Section 2 this flat season, that
qualified when I add prices next to their name at around 8am (ie no ‘DNQ’ next to them), were +37
points profit over June/July.
HorseRaceBase Ratings – you could also just focus on any horses listed in Section 2 & 3 (the ‘stats’
qualifiers against all my various angles) that had a red H next to their name. These were +40 points
over June/July. I now follow this approach systematically, starting small, and hopefully building up in
time- but not too much damage done if the wheels come off! I’ve great faith in the logic
underpinning in – the combination of my unique stats research and the consistency of HRB ratings.

And, that’s it!
At first glance there may appear to be lots going on but I’m trying to focus on quality over quantity.
If you immerse yourself in the content and visit daily, or a few days a week, the approach and the
content will become clear – and from there you can decide how to use it to add to your experience
of this great sport. Please be patient and if anything confuses you please just ask.
Videos
I do record plenty of ‘over the shoulder’ videos, which can be found on my Youtube Channel
HERE>>>
Thanks for reading, and do say hello on the blog in the comments,
Josh
Email: info@racingtoprofit.co.uk
*
RESOURCES
•

Trainer Profiles 2020: The Flat - HERE>>>

•

Newcastle Sires: HERE>>>

•

Sire Angles Report: HERE>>>

